Directions to UMMC Clinical Skills Assessment Center at the Jackson Medical Mall

Anyone of several entrances to JMM can be used:

- **1st** traffic light past the bridge: turn right at Bailey Avenue Extension then left at JMM Main Entrance; parking is abundant.
- **2nd** traffic light past the bridge (McDonald’s on left); turn right a traffic light, go through JMM entrance then either
  - turn right and proceed around to left and Southeast Entrance where parking is abundant or
  - turn left and proceed around to the right to the Retail Mall entrance (described next).
- **3rd** traffic light past bridge; make sharp right turn onto Livingston Road, take first right to enter JMM parking lot; Retail Mall Entrance next to Piccadilly is closest to elevators that you must take to second floor but parking is sometimes limited in this area.
Proceed from whatever entrance you select to RETAIL MALL, enter hallway with overhead sign “Elevator to South Office Center”

Take elevator on left side of MAIL CENTER (note elevator behind you that can also be taken if that door opens first)

Upon disembarking elevator, locate the pair of signs shown below:
- Look to right if you boarded elevator to left of Mail Station
- Look to left if you boarded elevator behind you when facing Mail Station

Follow arrow on the second sign:
“UMC Training Center and Clinical Skills Assessment Center” and “Effects of Health Promoting Programs on CVD Risk”

Turn left at end of short hall; sign “200-244 Faculty Offices”

The route for Raters and Applicants diverge at the second sign pair:
“UMC Training Center and Clinical Skills Assessment Center” and “Effects of Health Promoting Programs on CVD Risk”

- Raters should
  - Proceed straight past these signs
  - Enter second door on right to Room MH201 (sign above door)
  - Proceed straight ahead through next door to Common Break Area

- Applicants should
  - Turn right at sign pair
  - Proceed to end of long hall
  - Turn left at overhead sign “Effects of Health Promoting Programs on CVD Risk”
  - Turn left at overhead sign “Clinical Skills Assessment Center” and enter Room 2515A